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StOOies cm cmprehensible inplt have largely focused cm hoIf inp.lt is made cmprehensible
to the naJ-native speaker (NNS) or the learner by examining native speaker (NS) speech or teacher
talk in the c1assroan. Devices 8If)loyed to mdify the inp.lt and interacticm have been identified.
1be quantity of IID1ificaticm devices used has been taken as an indicator of the ammt of
negotiaticm r.ork that has gale cm and the quantity of caIPrehensible inPIt. Relatively little has
been dale cm the part played by learners to ensure that the input that they obtain is
(XXIJJrehensible (see IDever Gaies 1983; scarcella « Higa 1981; Vazmis « Gass 1985). '111is paper
points oot that it is al1y when the IID1ificaticm devices involve learner participaticm that they
can serve as indicators of the ammt of (XXIJJrehensible inplt provided and the ammt of
negotiaticm of meaning that has taken place. 1be discussicm is illustrated by data fron trttJ
reading CXJlf)l'ehensicm lessaJS in secmdaly sdJools in 1IaJg Kalg.

IMTORDUCTIOI
Krashen's
input
hypothesis
(1980) asserts that acquisition will
not take place unless the learner
understands the language to which
he/she is exposed. Studies have been
on
how
input
is
made
done
comprehensible to the learner. They
observed
that
in
conversations
between native speakers (NS) and nonnative
speakers
(NNS),
native
speakers
are
found
to
make
adjustments similar to those found in
"motherese" or "caretaker speech" to
help
non-native
speakers
to
understand what has been said to
them. This kind of native speaker
speech, which has been referred to as
"foreigner talk", has been considered
an excellent model for second
language teaching (Hatch 1982:64).
The argument is that the language is
simplified to suit the current
competence level of the learner and
the purpose of the talk is not to
teach the language but to communicate
with the non-native speaker (Long
1983b).
Early studies on "foreigner
talk" or "NS-NNS conversations"
focused on modifications of the
linguistic aspects of input, such as
phonology, syntax and lexis (see for
example Wagner-Gough & Hatch 1975;
Gaies 1977; Henzl 1979). More recent

studies, however, pointed out that it
is not enough to examine only
linguistic modifications of
the
input.
They
argued
that
modifications
of
interactional
structure are more important in
providing comprehensible input (see
for example Long 1983a). Studies of
NS-NNS conversations have therefore
shifted
from
an
analysis
of
linguistic modifications of native
speaker speech to interactional
modifications (see Gaies 1982; Hatch
1978, 1983; Long 1981a, 1981b, 1983a,
1985; Scarcella & Higa 1981).
Interactional modification devices
have been identified (see for example
Long 1983a, Scarcella & Higa 1981).
A similar shift of emphasis is
found in the study of second language
classroom discourse.
Interactional
modification devices used by teachers
to help learners understand their
speech have been identified and
compared to those used by native
speakers in NS-NNS conversations (see
Long 1983b; Long & Sato 1983; Pica &
Doughty 1985; Pica & Long 1986).
So far, these studies have
concentrated on devices used by
native speakers and teachers. It has
been assumed that the number of
modification devices used by the
native speaker or the teacher is
indicative
of
the
amount
of

